Chromosome aberrations induced in vitro: mechanisms, delayed expression, and intriguing questions.
Chromosome aberrations, including breakage and rearrangement and numerical changes, are important in carcinogenesis, heritable mutations, embryonic loss, and developmental abnormalities. We can detect DNA reactive agents in in-vitro chromosome aberrations assays, but aberrations are also induced by chemical that do not directly interact with DNA. This article discusses briefly some important aspects of using aberrations in genetic toxicology testing but concentrates on highlights of recent research on aberrations, in particular two areas: (1) persistence through multiple cell cycles of changes that lead to chromosome aberrations, and (2) the relations among DNA synthesis inhibition, DNA damage, cell cycle regulation, and genomic instability, expressed as chromosome breakage, gene amplification, and aneuploidy. An understanding of these mechanisms not only may lead to insights into carcinogenesis but ultimately may help us to interpret results of chromosome aberration tests and to develop a rational assessment of the degree of human risk implied by a positive aberration test.